2005 dodge ram 1500 hemi

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Great experience just
looking right now. But now I know who to contact. Thank you again. Nice staff, a fair deal. They
fixed the minor issues before the deal was finalized. Highly recommend Orlando Auto Sale! I
responded to me quickly but I am still traveling and if the Vehicle is still available next week, we
will touch base. Dave was extremely professional and courteous - truck as advertised very clean
extremely happy. Came away with great truck. Definitely recommend. Contacted by email. Did
not really answer my questions. I asked if it had the tow package. The answer I got was, "I don't
know but I can check. If not we can add one". Why couldn't they check before sending the
email? They gave me no information that I did not already have. Finally got to talk to someone
and they said truck needed a motor was why it was so cheap, even though their website said it
was ready to test drive. The sales staff was excellent respectfully the online sales person we
went through the the Wrangler in detail and actually spend a couple hours just talking about
different things that could be done with it was such a good experience that I actually bought the
Wrangler. Very happy with my salesperson and seems all issues and concerns have been
addressed. Very happy. Thomas and his colleagues will do their best to work with u. He has fair
prices and good vehicles I highly reccomend them. We had a great experience. Sales man was
super nice and friendly. He was very informative. He let us walk around and look at all the
vehicles without pressure. So I would highly recommend going there. Didn't get a chance to dig
into much because of work. They immediately contacted me and told me when it was gone with
other recommended vehicles. Had a great experience with Volkswagen of Salem. The staff was
friendly and helpful, got me into my dream truck at a reasonable price and didn't hesitate to stay
after hours to get all the paperwork and financing done. All with a smile. Fast and prompt
service, and willingness to answer all questions and show honest transparency. I highly
recommend this dealer ship. Quick response from a sales rep, and he said the vehicle was still
available if I was still interested. Horrible sales tactic, required deposit for vehicle to be held
over weekend while waiting on the results of the check engine light, after receiving the codes
the following Tuesday, I decided not to get the car because they lied about the light, and then
they said the money was non refundable, after clearly saying it was. I had a wonderful
experience at Dixon Volkswagen. The sales professional Gerald did an extremely good job. I
would recommend this dealership to family and friends. He responded very quickly, and
answered my question -- which required him to crawl under the vehicle-- so he did a good job. I
would say that his quick and accurate responce was much better than average when you ask a
question at a dealership. Quick reply to my web inquiry. Provided the requested information.
Offered suggestions about how he could help me with the vehicles he had at his dealership.
Very forthright. Really seemed like he knew a lot about them. But I know for a fact I can droop
that engine an me it a patrs car till I get zi need out of it. The vehicle should of been sent to a
salvage yard not a Sales lot. After I said no thank you then they wanted to show me other
vehicles out of my price range, bait n switch? Typical used car dealer. Arron was persistent but
not pushy and very easy to talk with low pressure Arron spend enough time with me and my
wife. We ended up purchasing the Taurus. Now three years into its third generation, the Dodge
Ram is due for a facelift soon. The Ram became a sales success for Dodge after its redesign for
the model year, and the numbers remain strong today. That update brought independent front
suspension for four-wheel-drive models and an all-new frame. With impressive power on tap
from its Viper-sourced V10, the SRT runs and sounds like something that has no business
being off of a racetrack. The Sport trim is more of an upgrade package for other trim levels than
a standalone model of its own. The Ram is aimed at new car buyers that want a full-size pickup
truck with plenty of cabin space and capability. The most recent trucks have a smoother, more
streamlined appearance, but retain a brawny stance. The large hood slopes down to the fenders
on either side, while a swept-back cab shape gives the Ram a sleek, modern appearance.
Everything else in the dash has been designed with usability in mind, and most controls are
large enough to be used with gloves on. The center dash area has a large folding panel that
reveals adjustable cupholders, and a cubby below the climate controls is large enough for a
wallet or mobile phone. The engine is responsive and smooth, and pairs well with the standard
six-speed manual gearbox. Step up a level to the most popular engine, the 4. The V8 is refined
and smooth under load, and extremely responsive when paired with the optional five-speed
automatic transmission. The 5. The engine makes horsepower and pound-feet of torque and
comes paired with a new five-speed automatic gearbox. Any hint of urgency from the driver
creates a wondrous sound and impressive acceleration from a truck. Off-road performance gets
a boost from the Hemi, too, as the extra torque and power are helpful in the mud. The SRT is
where the specs heat up considerably. The Viper-sourced 8. The truck is perfectly happy
cruising around town doing errand duty, but a quick romp on the throttle quickly changes its
demeanor into a fire breathing dragon of a pickup. Dodge uses hydroforming to shape the

frame, which blasts ultra-high-pressure water into the metal to shape it instead of using welded
pieces. Fuel economy, depending on the engine, can either be decent or abysmal, with not
much in between. The 4. The V6 is smooth and economical but lacks the towing and payload
capacities to make it a real contender in the full-size truck world. The ST trim, as a basic work
truck, is about as spartan as it comes. The Laramie trim brings keyless entry and a long list of
luxury features, including a premium stereo. Standard equipment includes dual front impact
airbags, side-impact bars, rear-wheel anti-lock brakes, disc brakes, and a passenger cancellable
airbag. Trucks can be deceiving in their pricing, as the base models appear to be a great deal,
with the price quickly rising as you start to add useful options. In fact, it may be a painful pill to
swallow for many buyers that just want a decent pickup truck without having to stop at the
pump every two days. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. Image Not Available. CarGurus User.
Authorized Dodge Dealer. Request Information. Why Use CarGurus? Still the king of big-truck
attitude, the Ram can handle the diverse duties of comfortable daily driver and capable
workhorse with equal ease. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Dodge Ram Pickup Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save.
View Photos. Appraise this car. Poor fuel mileage, cramped rear seat, fewer body configurations
than its competition, ABS not standard. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for
sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. The 3. Crew cab models can be equipped with a power sunroof
and Sirius Satellite Radio this year. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. The power is
awesome. Got this ram with 59k miles and now have It has been flawless. It has taken me
anywhere I have wanted to go. I have traveled and slept in it many times so it is very
comfortable. Was moving from Tx to Az with a camper shell. So I packed it out as much as
would fit. Put my wifes pound car on a tow dolly and packed it out.. I still did 75 mph and
sometimes It runs and idles so smooth you'd think it was brand new! And its quiet when you
don't. Read less. I bought this truck new and have never regretted it. I like it very much. The ride
is very comfortable and the dash board controls are easy to understand and easy to reach while
driving. I bought the truck 2 months ago and cannot believe that I used to to think my Vortec
Chevy was powerful. This truck is awesome to say the least. The V10, 22" wheels, watt stereo,
stainless steel trim package are all great. Some owners complain about the mileage, I didn't buy
the SRT because it was fuel efficient I bought it because it was fun. I am 40 years old and the
truck is one of the fastest vehicles I have ever driven and the fastest I have ever owned. Nice job
Dodge! I drove Chevy trucks for years. When I test drove the Ram I realized what a truck should
be. The Hemi is by far the best aspect of the truck but the fit and finish is solid also. Anyone
driving a Ford or Chevy should take a Ram Hemi for a drive and feel what a real truck feels like.
See all reviews of the Used Dodge Ram Pickup Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating.
Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full
safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 7 reviews.
Sponsored cars related to the Ram Pickup Sign Up. Make Model Year. Price and Payment.
Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Odometer is miles below market
average! Let us show you how easy it is to shop Tim Lally Chevrolet. Need more details? Price
Quote? Just ask! Since the Lally family has been delivery an outstanding customer experience.
Conveniently located just a few minutes from three major interstate routes we are easy to get to
and even easier to do business with. Thank you for including us in your online vehicle search!
We encourage you to verify details and availability. Out of state shoppers welcome. Need more

information? A walk-around video of this vehicle? Let us know! We are always happy to help.
Nice truck for Little Dough Good truck for the money with k miles on the dash and This vehicle
has no known defects. This truck is used and it is in excellent. It has miles on it and still rides
and handles like a new car. Please Call for addtional Information Please call or e-mail first for
the best and quickest information. Visit While we make every effort to prevent pricing errors,
key stroke and human errors do occur. Please contact dealer for details. Put the extra cash in
your back pocket with this truck. Lots of miles left in this truck and would be excellent for a
work truck to commute in, or a young person's first truck. Priced to sell. We're Open and We
Deliver! Recent Arrival! Price excludes tax, title, license and document fee. You can visit us in
person to see this Dodge Ram Magnum 4. We have ensured this vehicle meets the
State-Mandated safety requirements and passes a California smog test. If there is any concern,
we encourage interested parties in getting the vehicle inspected by their mechanic prior to
purchase. Call Hoblit Dodge Today! We are a proud, fourth generation dealership, serving
Northern California since Still located in Historic Downtown Woodland, our way of doing
business is represented by our small town ways, where business can still be done with a hand
shake. Call us today at ! HEMI Magnum 5. Local Delivery Right to Your Door! To Protect Your
Safety, we are currently offering Home Services:Virtual Tour of Vehicle: We will use live
interactive video chat to give you a virtual walk around of any vehicle we have in stock. Test
Drive at Home: We will bring the vehicle to your home for a no-obligation test drive. Super Clean
Rust Free Truck!! Why pay Retail!! When you can buy slightly above wholesale every day? At
Price Pro, we pride ourselves on our ability to sell quality vehicles at prices no other
dealerships can beat. We maintain a very low profit margin on our entire inventory. Our no
hassle, no haggle buying experience makes purchasing your vehicle easy, with our unbeatable
prices that are clearly posted! We will gladly show you our state of the art pricing process and
the price at which competitors are selling the same vehicle. All of our vehicles are priced
consistently lower than traditional dealerships. While other dealerships may occasionally have
lower prices, those vehicles are aged, not serviced, and unsalable and cannot be compared to
our high quality vehicles. All of our vehicles are carefully inspected, serviced, and
reconditioned offsite at our massive 30, sq ft, acre facility. We take reconditioning to the next
level and meet or exceed expectations used at traditional dealerships. In addition to providing
the highest quality vehicle at the lowest price around, we also offer instant financing with the
ability to match the best rates in town. We also want and accept any and all trades or we will
even buy your vehicle outright. Save thousands shopping at Price Pro! Call Today Powered by a
4. This Four Wheel Drive truck is a combination that can earn you almost 20mpg on the open
road. Our SLT comes equipped with a wealth of amenities made just for you. Durable cloth
seating for 6, a leather-wrapped steering wheel with finger-tip controls, and full power
accessories all come standard. Dodge takes your safety seriously, as is proved by their
extensive safety equipment list. Four-wheel disc brakes with ABS, a front stabilizer bar, and
next-generation airbags will keep you and your loved ones safe from harm. Come check out this
Dodge Ram before it's gone! Print this page and call us Now At Gregg Young Chevrolet We
have an app for that! We offer transparency with the opportunity to build your deal online, buy
from home, or visit one of our clean, state of the art Ressler facilities. We also offer remote test
drives and vehicle delivery within the Gallatin Valley. Call Harbor Nissan now or see this vehicle
at Call us now at Once behind the wheel of this Four Wheel Drive Ram, you are going to enjoy
smooth handling and nearly 18mpg on the highway. Turn heads with the running boards,
spray-on bed liner, a bright grille with a guard, and bold wheels Settle into the supportive SLT
cloth seats and take in your view from on top of the road. Dodge offers peace of mind on the
road with a wealth of security equipment with ABS, speed control, and airbags are just a few of
the things that keep you secure on the road. You will not be disappointed in this Ram SLT!
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only
relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local
listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic
Manual Cylinders 10 cylinders 14 6 cylinders 1 8 cylinders Interior Color Dark Brown Gray. Fuel
Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings.
Know The Deal. No accidents. Frame damage. Price Drop. Five Star Dealer. Showing 1 - 18 out
of listings. Overall Consumer Rating. The power is awesome. Got this ram with 59k miles and
now have It has been flawless. It has taken me anywhere I have wanted to go. I have traveled
and slept in it many times so it is very comfortable. Was moving from Tx to Az with a camper
shell. So I packed it out as much as would fit. Put my wifes pound car on a tow dolly and packed
it out.. I still did 75 mph and sometimes It runs and idles so smooth you'd think it was brand
new! And its quiet when you don't. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and

shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
jeep cj suspension conversion
2010 ford f150 dash
47 durango engine
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

